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Introduction
In judicial practice, actions are of a variety of forms. In

addition to a single action, there are lots of consolidated ac⁃
tions. Joinder of actions can be further divided into objec⁃
tive joinder of actions and subjective joinder of actions. In
view of complexity in joinder of actions, there are still contro⁃
versies in the theory and judicial practice of civil procedure
law. In face of the joinder of actions involving complex legal
relations, judges tend to fall into a dilemma of trying the cas⁃
es separately or in consolidation, and different trying meth⁃
ods may lead to different results. In intellectual property law⁃
suits, there are also large amount of joint actions, the con⁃
solidation of disputes over technical secret infringement
and patent ownership is a typical example. In previous cas⁃
es, these two legal relations were usually tried separately,
and the joinder of actions was very rare. 2 The reason is
that it is easier for courts to try the cases separately since

the legal relations will be simpler. It is noteworthy that in
some cases apparently with only one single cause of ac⁃
tion, the parties concerned claimed on various legal bases,
which made it actually a joinder of actions. 3

In 2019, the Supreme People’s Court tried a dispute
over technical secret infringement and patent ownership.
The case is a typical complicated joinder of actions as it in⁃
cludes the objective joinder of actions as well as the subjec⁃
tive joinder of actions. On the basis of the analysis of the
said case, together with the theories of civil procedure law
and judicial policies, this article is going to sort out the ba⁃
sic principles for joinder of actions and factors to be consid⁃
ered.

I. Case brief
Dalian Bomexc Technology Development Co., Ltd.

(hereinafter referred to as“Bomexc”), founded in 2007, is
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an enterprise specialized in chromatographic separation,
as well as analytical instrument development and produc⁃
tion. On 1 December 2014, Bomexc signed the Re⁃employ⁃
ment Contract with Retiree and the Non⁃Disclosure Agree⁃
ment with He Kejiang, hiring him for technical and manage⁃
ment work from 1 December 2014 to 31 December 2016.
Bomexc had succeeded in developing several“multiple⁃flu⁃
id periodic directional deflector”from August 2015 to April
2016. Suzhou Microwants Biotech Co. Ltd. (hereinafter re⁃
ferred to as“Microwants”) applied for an invention patent
(hereinafter referred to as“the patent in suit”) titled“a multi⁃
ple ⁃ fluid periodic directional deflector”with He Kejiang as
the first inventor and Wang Jifeng as the second inventor.
The patent in suit was granted on 20 March 2018 with the is⁃
sue number of CN106321897B. After the publication of the
patent in suit, Bomexc found that the said patent was relat⁃
ed to its technical secret and a service invention made by
He Kejiang during his employment with Bomexc. The pat⁃
ent in suit should belong to Bomexc. Since He Kejiang vio⁃
lated the Non ⁃ Disclosure Agreement for disclosing Bom⁃
exc’s technical secret to Microwants and allowing the latter
to use it, and Microwants, though knowing the violation, al⁃
so acquired, used and disclosed Bomexc’s technical se⁃
cret, their acts infringed Bomexc’s technical secret. For the
above reasons, Bomexc filed a lawsuit with the Dalian Inter⁃
mediate People’s Court of Liaoning Province, requesting
the court to: (1) confirm that Bomexc is the owner of the pat⁃
ent in suit; (2) confirm that He Kejiang and Microwants in⁃
fringed the trade secret of Bomexc; (3) award RMB 50,000
to Bomexc for its economic losses and reasonable expens⁃
es against He Kejiang and Microwants; and (4) order He Ke⁃
jiang and Microwants to bear the costs of the action.

In the first ⁃ instance trial, Microwants and He Kejiang
jointly argued that disputes over patent ownership and tech⁃
nical secret infringement are two different and independent
causes of action in civil proceedings, which shall not be
claimed in the same case simultaneously. Bomexc should
explicitly choose one cause of action as the scope of trial in
the present case.

II. Judgments of the first⁃instance
and second⁃instance courts

The first ⁃ instance court held that Bomexc’s claims in
the present case include confirming its ownership of the
patent in suit and requiring the defendant to bear the liabili⁃

ty for infringement of the technical secret. Although the act
of infringing the technical secret may result in the dispute
over patent ownership, and even if the inventor of the ser⁃
vice invention is found to have infringed the technical se⁃
cret, Bomexc’s claims should not be raised in the same
case because the technical secret characterized by secre⁃
cy and confidentiality and the patent characterized by pub⁃
licity are different subject matters of action. The lawsuit for
technical secret infringement belongs to action of infringe⁃
ment and the lawsuit for patent ownership belongs to action
for confirmation, which means they have two different
causes of action and are based on distinct legal relation⁃
ships. Furthermore, the defendants involved are also differ⁃
ent. Bomexc insisted that He Kejiang disclosed his techni⁃
cal secret to the other defendant, and to the public by filing
a patent application which was granted later, and thus re⁃
quired for the joinder of actions due to their relevance. Bom⁃
exc’s claims and request rendered the legal relations and
corresponding defendants unclear in the case, so Bomexc’
s complaint did not meet the requirements of the law. The
first ⁃ instance court ruled to dismiss the lawsuit brought by
Bomexc.

As being not satisfied with the decision, Bomexc ap⁃
pealed to the Supreme People’s Court. After the hearing,
from the perspectives of the statutes and the application
thereof, the Supreme People’s Court revoked the original
ruling and ordered the first ⁃ instance court to proceed with
the trial. The second ⁃ instance court held that (1) as to
whether the lawsuit brought by Bomexc complies with the
legal provision, it is stipulated in the Notice of the Supreme
People’s Court on Issuing the Revised Provisions on
Causes of Action in Civil Cases that where the party con⁃
cerned brings the action on the grounds of two different le⁃
gal relations that are both in dispute, the two legal relations
can be tried in the same case by joinder of causes of ac⁃
tion. Thus, the involvement of two different legal relations in
the same case is not a reason for dismissing the lawsuit of
the party concerned by the people’s court. In the present
case, Bomexc required the court to order He Kejiang and
Microwants to bear the liabilities for infringement as they in⁃
fringed its technical secret, and confirm its ownership of the
patent in suit as the patent filed by Microwants is based on
its technical secret. Bomexc filed the actions of technical
secret infringement and of patent ownership in the same
case, which falls within the circumstances as prescribed in
the above provision. In addition, the defendants in the two
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actions are specific and clear, so the lawsuit brought by Bo⁃
mexc is compliant with the law in terms of the elements of
an action. (2) As to whether the joinder of actions is applica⁃
ble to the present case, addressing different legal relations,
which are closely associated due to the same fact or for oth⁃
er reasons, in the same lawsuit is conducive to ascertaining
facts, clarifying legal liabilities and preventing conflicts of
judgments, as well as protecting the interests of the parties
concerned and achieving the goal of procedural economy.
The above two actions shall be joined for trial in consider⁃
ation that the disputes over technical secret infringement
and over patent ownership brought by Bomexc are highly
overlapped in terms of the main facts and associated with
each other in terms of judging results.

III. Comments on the case
Where the claim of a party concerned is based on two

legal relations in one case, it inevitably involves the ques⁃
tion of whether to try them as two separate single actions or
to join them into one. Although separate actions surely ren⁃
der a case simple, it cannot be ignored that side ⁃ effects,
such as heavier burden of litigation on the parties and con⁃
flicts of judgments, also exist. Especially when two legal re⁃
lations are intertwined and closely related to each other, it
may fall into a causality dilemma of“which came first: the
chicken or the egg”? It seems inappropriate no matter
which legal relation is handled first. The Bomexc case is a
typical joinder of actions. The factors considered and value
orientations reflected in the judging rationale is of great val⁃
ue for the trial of similar cases.
1. Basic theories of the joinder of actions
According to the theories of the civil procedure law, ac⁃

tions can be divided into single action and joinder of ac⁃
tions. A single action refers to the situation in which a plain⁃
tiff files one claim against one defendant. The joinder of ac⁃
tions is relatively complex. First of all, the joinder of actions
is the consolidation of single actions. Second, the joinder of
actions is further divided into subjective joinder of actions
and objective joinder of actions. The subjective joinder of
actions refers to the situation in which multiple parties con⁃
cerned 4 jointly bring actions. The objective joinder of ac⁃
tions refers to the situation in which there are multiple ob⁃
jects of action. For instance, the plaintiff sued a website for
uploading its multiple copyrighted works without permis⁃
sion. The plaintiff may file one lawsuit for infringement of all

of the multiple works. It shall also be noted that in the objec⁃
tive joinder of actions, there may exist the situation in which
a plurality of subject matters of action involve different legal
relations, for example, consolidated actions of trademark in⁃
fringement and unfair competition brought by the same
plaintiff are based on the same infringing act of the defen⁃
dant.

Actions can be divided into three types: the action for
performance, the action for formation and the action for con⁃
firmation. The joinder of actions may be the joinder of the
same type of actions or different types of actions. Take the
present case for example. The action for technical secret in⁃
fringement belongs to the action for performance, and the
action for patent ownership belongs to the action for confir⁃
mation. Different types of actions are tried jointly in the pres⁃
ent case. The action for performance has a long history and
is the original form of action since the Roman law, whereas
the action for confirmation is the type of action that has
been recognized since the middle of the 19th century. Al⁃
though the action for confirmation was theoretically formed
at a later time, Japanese scholars have long noticed that

“in reality, the action for performance and the action for con⁃
firmation are often brought in combination.”5

2. Status quo of China’s legislation
The China’s Civil Procedure Law sets forth the provi⁃

sions on the subjective joinder of actions, without definitely
clarifying the elements required for the objective joinder of
actions. Article 52 of the Civil Procedure Law stipulates that
when one party or both parties consist of two or more per⁃
sons, the subject matters of action are the same or of the
same kind and the people’s court deems that, subject to
the consent of the parties, the actions can be tried jointly,
joinder of actions shall be constituted. Judging from the lit⁃
eral expression of the provision, when the subject matters
of action are the same, the joinder of actions refers to the
subjective joinder; and when the subject matters of action
are of the same kind, the joinder of actions refers to the ob⁃
jective joinder because different subject matters of action
are involved. In practice, however, the courts often place
cases with subject matters of action of the same kind on
separate files (which is often known as“serial cases”) and
then try them in a combined hearing. For instance, in a dis⁃
pute over copyright infringement, the court usually assigns
a case number for each of the author’s works, such that the
same court may accept hundreds of cases with the identi⁃
cal parties concerned. The cases, though tried together,
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are independent from each other and will be given different
judgments by the court. Hence, the above⁃mentioned com⁃
bined trial shall not be considered as the joinder of actions.

Nevertheless, the objective joinder of actions is not
rare in judicial practice. For providing guidance for judicial
practice, the Supreme People’s Court issued the Notice on
Issuing the Revised Provisions on Cause of Action in Civil
Cases, stating that if two or more legal relations are in⁃
volved in the same lawsuit, the cause of action shall be de⁃
termined according to the nature of the disputed legal rela⁃
tions asserted by the party concerned; and if all the legal re⁃
lations are in dispute, then two parallel causes of action
shall be determined according to the two or more disputed
legal relations. 6 Although the judicial interpretation is a spe⁃
cific provision focusing on the cause of action, it confirms
the following two points regarding the joinder of actions:
one is that the same lawsuit may involve two or more legal
relations, and the other is that the two or more legal rela⁃
tions can be placed on the same file as parallel causes of
action. This provision not only acknowledges the objective
joinder of actions in essence, but also provides a specific
route. It can be said that this provision is in line with the the⁃
ories of civil procedure law and judicial needs, and has
been thoroughly implemented in judicial practice.

It can be seen that although single action and the join⁃
der of actions are theoretical classifications in the civil pro⁃
cedure law, such classifications also originate from judicial
practice. The joinder of actions is the product of judicial
practice and judicial needs. The consolidated trial of differ⁃
ent legal relations in the same case is not only theoretically
feasible, but also a judicial requirement.
3. Factors considered in the objective joinder of actions
In view that the Civil Procedure Law sets forth no clear

provisions on the objective joinder of actions and the judi⁃
cial interpretation only provides guiding rules, it is the
judge’s discretion that interprets and decides the joinder of
actions in judicial practice. But the discretion is neither arbi⁃
trary nor unbounded. It is the exercise of a judge’s legiti⁃
mate power in the judicial process. 7 Such legitimacy
should comply with the statutes and the spirit of fairness
and justice, and also be established on the premise of facili⁃
tating the finding of facts, preventing the conflict of judg⁃
ments and contributing to procedural economy. To be spe⁃
cific, the objective joinder of actions shall be considered
from the following aspects.

(1) Relevance in essential facts and legal relations

The preliminary action, which is common in judicial
practice, clearly shows the relevance in essential facts and
legal relations. Take the dispute over infringement of the
right of information network dissemination for example. The
primary claim of the right holder is to request the court to de⁃
termine that the network service provider committed direct
infringement, and the secondary claim is that indirect in⁃
fringement occurred if direct infringement was not estab⁃
lished. Both claims are based on the same infringing fact
that the work in dispute was uploaded to the website with⁃
out the author’s permission. In other typical cases such as
disputes over copyright infringement and unfair competi⁃
tion, or trademark infringement and unfair competition, the
right holders claim infringement of intellectual property
rights with unfair competition as a supplement. It can be
known by analyzing these cases that it is a common charac⁃
teristic of objective joinder of actions that relevance exists
in essential facts as well as in legal relations.

In the present case, Bomexc sued He Kejiang and Mi⁃
crowants for technical secret infringement mainly based on
the following facts: He Kejiang disclosed the technical se⁃
cret of Bomexc to Microwants in violation of his agreements
with Bomexc and Microwants knew or should know the
breach of contracts by He Kejiang but still acquired and dis⁃
closed Bomexc’s technical secret. The application of the
patent in suit was actually the infringing act of“disclosing”
the technical secret. The facts based on which Bomexc
claimed its ownership of the patent in suit overlapped with
the facts on which the infringement claim was built, and
they both involved the examination of the employment con⁃
tracts, the determination of the scope of the technical se⁃
cret and the comparison of the technical solutions. It can be
seen that the facts to be ascertained in the action for in⁃
fringement and the action for confirmation were substantial⁃
ly the same, and the legal relations therein were mutually in⁃
tertwined. The first⁃instance court held that the lawsuit filed
by Bomexc involved two different legal relations, namely,
the action for infringement and the action for confirmation,
thereby dismissing the lawsuit. However, the repetition in
the primary facts and the relevance of the resultant judg⁃
ments about the two legal relations in this case were over⁃
looked.

When the two legal relations are intertwined, the joinder
of actions is extremely important. In Beijing Puran Rail
Transportation Technology Co., Ltd. v. He An’an and He
Qi, a dispute over technical secret infringement, the plaintiff
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claimed that the defendants took away the material formula
in suit after their resignation, which infringed the plaintiff’s
technical secret. After hearing, the Beijing No.1 Intermedi⁃
ate People’s Court dismissed the lawsuit, holding that the
ownership of the material formula in suit is still in dispute
and the plaintiff is not eligible as the subject of the lawsuit. 8

That is to say, the court deemed that the confirmation of
ownership is the premise of filing a lawsuit for technical se⁃
cret infringement. However, the plaintiff in said case did not
file another lawsuit for confirming the ownership of the tech⁃
nical secret, but file a new lawsuit against the same defen⁃
dants for technical secret infringement with the Beijing Intel⁃
lectual Property Court. Having considered the procedure
and result of the previous case, the Beijing Intellectual Prop⁃
erty Court did not follow the previous judging rationale to
dismiss the lawsuit, but stated that the plaintiff failed to
prove the details of the material formula in suit by evidence,
so that the court was unable to judge whether the material
formula constitutes a technical secret. Hence, the plaintiff’s
claim was rejected. 9 It can thus be seen that although the
two cases were based on identical facts and legal relations,
they were handled in completely different manners. In the
former case, the court believed that the ownership dispute
shall be tried prior to the infringement dispute, whereas in
the latter case, the court conducted substantive examina⁃
tion on the action for infringement. The authors think that the
approach adopted by the latter court is more recommend⁃
able.

(2) Facilitating the finding of facts and preventing the
conflict of judgments

As a complex form of lawsuits, the joinder of actions,
especially the objective joinder of actions, is indeed more
difficult to deal with than a single action. However, the diffi⁃
culty in trial is not a good reason to try the actions separate⁃
ly. Instead, preventing the conflict of judgments is the most
important function of the joinder of actions. Take the joinder
of the action for performance and the action for confirma⁃
tion for example. When it is separated into a single action
for performance and a single action for confirmation, the
two single actions may be tried at different courts due to the
different jurisdiction rules concerning the two types of ac⁃
tions. Further, as the legal relations and claims differ from
one another in the two actions, the courts may focus on dif⁃
ferent aspects during the trial, which may lead to conflicting
judgments. On the contrary, if the two actions are tried joint⁃
ly, such a conflict can be avoided.

The dispute over technical secret infringement and the
dispute over patent ownership have different connecting
points in terms of jurisdiction. The former comprises the de⁃
fendant’s domicile and the place of infringement, whereas
the latter only comprises the defendant’s domicile. The Bo⁃
mexc case precisely shows this difference. The first ⁃ in⁃
stance court is the court at the place where the infringe⁃
ment was committed, rather than where the defendants are
domiciled. If the two actions were separated according to
the first ⁃ instance judgment, Bomexc would have to file the
lawsuit over patent ownership to Suzhou People’s Court of
Jiangsu Province, which is the court at the place of domicile
of the defendants, while the action for technical secret in⁃
fringement is subject to the jurisdiction of the court at the
place where the infringement was committed (Dalian, Liaon⁃
ing Province) or where the defendants are domiciled (Su⁃
zhou, Jiangsu Province). As a result, the two actions might
be tried at different courts. In the single action for technical
secret infringement, the examination on three characteris⁃
tics 10 of a technical secret certainly would involve the facts
related to the R&D process of the technical secret, the exe⁃
cution of the confidentiality agreement, and the like. In the
single action of patent ownership, the court would place the
emphasis on whether the patent in suit belongs to a service
invention, which also involves the examination as to the exe⁃
cution of the confidentiality agreement and the R&D pro⁃
cess. Although the two cases are highly overlapped, it is
still likely that the two judgments may be in conflict in the
fact⁃finding of the R&D process due to the different judging
rationales, emphases, evidence and understanding of the
case between different judges. Or even worse, the judg⁃
ments may contradict with each other as the patent may be
determined as a non ⁃ service invention made by a natural
person in one case, but as a service invention in the other
case. Under such circumstances, the joinder of actions is
conducive to preventing the conflict of judgments and main⁃
taining the judicial authority. At the same time, since the
facts that need to be ascertained in the action for infringe⁃
ment and the action for confirmation are intertwined, the
joinder of the actions also contribute to better establishing
and analyzing the facts of the case and avoiding the limita⁃
tions that the single actions may have.

(3) Procedural economy and protection of litigation
rights

The reform of the litigation systems, such as the case fil⁃
ing registration system and the circuit trial, fully demon⁃
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strates the pursuit of the judicial values such as procedural
economy, convenience for both the parties concerned and
the court and protection of litigation rights. In the context of
judicial policies, especially when the judges’overall profes⁃
sionalism and ability to handle complex legal relations are
improved, emphasis shall be placed on procedural econo⁃
my and protection of litigation rights, in addition to the basic
function of dispute resolution. The joinder of actions can
solve several disputes in one case, which not only reduces
the costs of safeguarding rights, but also facilitates the me⁃
diation and substantive settlement of disputes.

In the Bomexc case, the confirmation of Bomexc as the
owner of the patent in suit is premised on the fact that Micro⁃
wants and He Kejiang infringed its technical secret. If, after
the hearing, the evidence was no sufficient to prove that the
technical solution in suit constitutes a service invention or
the defendant infringed the plaintiff’s technical secret, the
plaintiff’s claim for confirmation of its ownership of the pat⁃
ent cannot be supported. If it is determined that the defen⁃
dant infringed the technical secret, the action for confirma⁃
tion of the patent ownership may be absorbed and deemed
as a part of the infringement liability. Hence, the result of the
action for confirmation in the present case is the natural ex⁃
tension of the result of the action for infringement. The join⁃
der of the two actions can lighten the burden on the parties
concerned, and meanwhile the court can solve the disputes
once and for all at a lower judicial cost, or even facilitate the
mediation between the parties due to the combined pres⁃
sure of multiple cases. What’s more, it lasted one year from
the filing of the case to the dismissal of Bomexc’s lawsuit
by the first⁃instance court due to jurisdictional objection and
the following appeal. The dismissal itself will further impose
heavy burden on the parties concerned and render it impos⁃
sible for the right holder to protect its rights in a timely and
effective manner.

IV. Conclusion
There is still room, in theory and judicial practice, for re⁃

search and exploration concerning the joinder of actions as
a complex litigation form. Especially since the Civil Proce⁃
dure Law sets forth no clear provisions, it is still the judge’s
discretion that decides the objective joinder of actions. The
authors believe that the joinder of actions in which the es⁃
sential facts and legal relations are related is not only help⁃
ful for ascertaining the finding of facts and preventing the

conflict of judgments, but also complies with the policies on
procedural economy and protection of litigation rights.■
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